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Disclosures
The views stated in this presentation are not necessarily the opinion of Cetera 
Advisor Networks LLC or CWM, LLC. Due to volatility within the markets 
mentioned, opinions are subject to change without notice. Information is based 
on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness 
cannot be guaranteed. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index is not 
indicative of the performance of any investment and does not take into account 
the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing.



What happens after this webinar?

1. We will set up a complimentary 20-minute phone consultation for you and Debra 
Taylor to discuss how we can better prepare for your future. You can use this 
Calendly link to schedule your call:

https://calendly.com/debbietaylorfinancialgroup
Times are available on Monday from 2pm – 3pm and Thursday from 10:30am – 11:30am.

2. We will be emailing you a short survey after the webinar. Please fill out the survey as 
we appreciate your feedback!
3. This is not a sales presentation and we will not discuss products.
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By the time we are done, you will know 50% 
of what you need to know.

https://calendly.com/debbietaylorfinancialgroup


What will I learn from this Webinar?
You may be in isolation, but that doesn’t mean you’re alone. Your team of professionals – from 
your advisor, to your insurance providers, to your bank – should be working for you. But how do 
you know if you’re receiving the value you should from your financial advisor? 

Answer these 10 questions throughout the webinar to find out. 



Horsesmouth: Weekly Coronavirus Project



Covid-19 Index



Daily New Covid-19 Cases in the U.S.

The United States continues 
to report well over 60,000 
new cases per day, a major 
increase from the lows of 
20,000.



State of the States
As of July 21, 2020, only one (1) state is 
on track to contain Covid-19.

There are active or imminent 
outbreaks in ten (10) states.

27 states remain at risk of this deadly 
virus.



Investment Themes to Consider
0

BASKET 1: BIG FIRMS WITH DEEP POCKETS BASKET 2: ADAPTABLE COMPANIES THAT 
MAINTAIN BUSINESS THROUGH COVID-19

1 2

The first basket of equities includes firms that are “big enough 
and deep pocketed enough” to weather the economic impact 
of the coronavirus crisis, according to Jim Cramer. 

The companies are investible through an economic downturn 
for their healthy balance sheets during an economic downturn.

“Big businesses with good balance sheets are investible 
because we know eventually, they’ll be just fine, “ Cramer said.

Could include technology (cloud based and 5G), some 
international firms.

In the second basket are companies that have been able to 
adapt, maintain business and benefit from the coronavirus 
pandemic and efforts to slow the spread of the deadly 
disease, Cramer said.

“These are companies that were made for this moment, the 
ones that thrive in this new stay-at-home economy,”  said 
Cramer.

Could include pantry plays, consumer goods, stay at home, 
streaming services, some biotech or pharma, some retail.



JP Morgan Recommends Investing with 
Three Sleeves

For investments, JPM recommends you consider three sleeves consisting of: 1. risk (equities), 2. 
protection and guaranteed income (bonds, Social Security, pensions, annuities), and 3. non-
correlated assets:

High quality companies with strong balance sheets that are “immune” to recessionary forces

Consumer staples (things we can’t live without) and Technology

Be careful of bonds due to their very low yields

International markets, when using active managers, still present opportunities

Consider a “non-correlated” sleeve, such as hedged equity, distressed debt or gold
(gold hasn’t been this high in almost 10 years and implied volatility continues to ease)

Active managers can really earn their keep in this environment

The PE ratio for emerging markets has not been this low in almost 40 years



1. Has your advisor helped you update your will, trusts, 
beneficiaries or health care power of attorney in 2020?

In a recent article, Debbie explored “7 Estate Planning Things You Must Do in the Time of 
Coronavirus”:

1. Get your documents in order and make sure they are current

2. Everyone needs a durable power of attorney

3. Consider a revocable trust

4. Have an advanced health care directive and living will

5. Don’t forget to review and fund health care accounts (HSA’s)

6. Update your beneficiaries and include contingent beneficiaries

7. Communicate clearly and get it done now!



1. Has your advisor helped you update your will, trusts, 
beneficiaries or health care power of attorney in 2020?

The SECURE Act Passed at the end of 2019 drastically changed the rules for inherited retirement 
accounts (IRA’s), requiring many accounts to be reviewed in light of the legislative changes. 
 The SECURE Act did away with Stretch IRAs if a non-spouse beneficiary, limiting Inherited IRAs to a 
10-year withdrawal period.
 The SECURE Act created a new class of beneficiaries called “Eligible Designated Beneficiaries” who 
are exempt from the new 10-year rule. 
 Individuals who qualify as Eligible Designated Beneficiary include:
 Surviving spouses, 
 Disabled or chronically ill individuals, 
 Individuals not more than 10 years younger than the IRA owner, and 
 A minor child of the IRA owner (not a grandchild)

 If you leave your IRA to someone who is not an Eligible Designated Beneficiary, then they will be 
subject to the 10-year rule.



2. Has your advisor discussed your long-
term care funding strategy?

Long-term care is roughly $100,000 per year for nursing home costs in retirement, which can be 
a large unfunded risk for many retirees without a plan in place. 

 TFG has a conversation about long-term care funding with every client.

We discuss insurance options when possible and build different plans when we decide against 
insurance or when it is not an option.

Why is Long-Term Care Important?

 The U.S. Department of Health and Services says that if you turn 65 today, you have an almost 
70% chance of needing some type of long-term care services.

 20% of today’s 65-year-olds will need long-term care support for longer than 5 years.

 The average length of time people will use long-term care service of any kind is 3 years.

https://longtermcare.acl.gov/the-basics/how-much-care-will-you-need.html

https://longtermcare.acl.gov/the-basics/how-much-care-will-you-need.html


3. Has your advisor discussed the new tax planning and 
small business owner planning provisions from the 
CARES Act, which provides relief in light of COVID-19?

The government opened up trillions of dollars in relief with the CARES Act in 2020, but many 
provisions require proactive planning.

 TFG has been in constant communication with our clients and community members about the 
evolving coronavirus situation.

 We included CARES Act information in our Monthly Client email, in several Announcements, 
and discussed the impacts in several webinars.

We also distributed checklists and How-To Guides to clients addressing different aspects of the 
stimulus.
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Client Connection 
from

May 2020



April 2, 2020
How the CARES Act 

Effects You



4. Has your advisor stress tested your investments in 
2020 to make sure you are taking on the right amount 
of risk for your situation?

Risk capacity can change over time, so your investments need to be reevaluated to make sure 
you are not taking on more risk than you need to achieve your desired results.

We perform a Risk Analysis for portfolios as one of our first steps with potential clients.

We use an online tool called Riskalyze that measures risk, and we discuss the results with every 
client.

 Prospective clients complete the risk tolerance questionnaire and the accompanying report 
helps guide investment making decisions.

 These risk scores and the riskiness of a client’s portfolio are frequently reviewed in client 
meetings.



Client Personal Risk Number from 
taking Risk Tolerance Questionnaire Client Portfolio Risk Number from 

assets in existing portfolio

Riskalyze Reports



5. Has your advisor reached out to you more than two 
times in 2020 to check on you, your financial plan, or 
discuss the overall situation? 

Many people want advisors who are watching out for them throughout the year and have 
numerous touch points during a year – not just a single annual meeting to check the box.

 TFG offers options to meet annually, bi-annually, and quarterly for reviews. 

 TFG meets more frequently based on client needs.

 TFG holds monthly client webinars to provide up to the minute guidance and advice.

 TFG communicates reliably and consistently throughout the year to alert our clients to planning 
opportunities, and important dates:
 Weekly Newsletter – The Week Ahead
 Monthly Email – Monthly Client Connection
 As Needed Announcements
 Client Events and Meetings 
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TWA from 
June 8, 2020
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TWA from 
June 8, 2020 
(continued)



Last Year’s 
2018 Tax Return 

Request Email



Last Year’s IRA 
Contribution 

Deadline Reminder



6. Has your advisor discussed life insurance with 
you to make sure you have the right type and 
amount of insurance? 
Many professionals say they are advisors, but they are really insurance salespeople who get 
paid a commission for the sale of a product rather than getting paid for providing advice. 

Make sure your advisor is looking out for your best interests and reviewing the products you 
have, not just selling you what pays them the most commission. 

 At TFG we work with the insurance plans clients come in with and make recommendations 
based on the client’s needs, not ours.

We consider insurance according to clients’ risk management needs, the affordability for each 
household, and the client’s estate planning needs (which can sometimes be met through 
insurance).

We only consider life insurance as part of a thoughtful financial plan.



7. Do you have in writing that your advisor 
acts in your best interest as a fiduciary?
 Not all advisors are required to act in your best interest as a fiduciary advisor. 

 If an advisor doesn’t provide you with confirmation that they will always act in your best 
interest, they may not be a fiduciary. 

The real question is: What do you want your advisor’s priority to be? With us, our clients are 
always our top priority. Bottom line.

At Taylor Financial Group, we have been acting as fiduciaries for over 20 years.

We put it in clear writing on our website’s services page and explain what being a fiduciary 
means so our clients know what they can expect and demand of us.



7. Do you have in 
writing that your 
advisor acts in 
your best interest 
as a fiduciary?



8. Has your advisor discussed tax-loss harvesting with you this 
year, which allows you to potentially reduce taxable gains by 
selling other investments when they are down? 

Tax-loss harvesting can save thousands in taxes when done strategically. However, many 
advisors just review this planning once a year instead of on an ongoing basis. 

 Tax-Loss Harvesting is a tax strategy where low-performing taxable investments are sold at a 
loss and the losses are used to offset the gains on the sale of other investments, thus lowering 
taxable income.

When the markets are volatile, it is important to keep an eye on tax planning strategies – not 
just at the end of the year.

 TFG has published multiple articles about strategies to consider in this year’s down market 
including “Roth Conversions and Tax-Loss Harvesting: 2 Strategies to Leverage in a Down 
Market.”



9. Has your advisor discussed Roth conversions 
for your retirement accounts this year?
Many retirees could benefit from doing strategic Roth conversions, where you convert 
Traditional IRAs to Roth IRAs.

 This strategy is especially beneficial since tax rates were lowered for many Americans after the 
passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in 2017.

 Roth conversions are also advantageous during a down market as funds can be distributed from 
the IRA at a lower value thus triggering a smaller tax liability.

 The passage of the SECURE Act also increases the value of Roth balances over Traditional IRA 
balances due to the new 10-year distribution rule for non-spouse beneficiaries.

 TFG addressed the planning opportunities involved in Roth conversions early this year in an 
announcement about the SECURE Act passage as well as in targeted emails to individual clients 
with high IRA balances.

 TFG performed many Roth conversions in 2020 at or near the market bottom.



January 2020
SECURE Act 

Passage



10. Has your advisor provided you a 
written, comprehensive financial plan? 

Don’t be “out of the know,” make sure your advisor is providing a written, comprehensive plan 
for you. (Journal of Financial Planning).

 Clients with comprehensive written plans are more likely to be retirement literate than those 
without a plan in place. 

 TFG provides clients with a detailed work plan when they first sign on.

We also provide clients a detailed written presentation of their WealthMatch financial plan 
which is reviewed and updated annually (and sometimes more often).

 Studies show that individuals with a written plan are more confident in reaching their financial 
goals.

https://access-wealth.com/why-its-important-to-have-a-financial-plan-and-update-it-annually/



WEALTHMATCH PLAN SNAPSHOT –
BASE PLAN

This analysis must be reviewed in conjunction with the limitations and conditions disclosed in the Disclaimer page. Projections are based on assumptions provided by the advisor and are not guaranteed. 
Actual results will vary, perhaps to a significant degree. The projected reports are hypothetical in nature and for illustrative purposes only. Please consult your advisor regarding any fees or product 

charges that you may incur with the execution of your plan. Deduction of such charges would result in a lower rate of return.
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Securities offered through Cetera Advisor Networks, LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC.  Investment advisory services 
offered through CWM, LLC an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.  Cetera Advisor Networks LLC is under separate 
ownership from any other named entity.

Monte Carlo - the Monte Carlo analysis illustrates the success rate of your financial plan using 1000 randomly generated market returns and volatility simulations called trial runs. In 
each trial run, the mean and standard deviation of a selected benchmark index for each account or portfolio is used for a randomly chosen year. The result of introducing random 
investment volatility to the analysis produces a range of values that demonstrates how changing investment markets may impact your financial plan.
Net Worth – the value of all your assets (including your residence(s) or business interests), minus the total of all liabilities.
Investable Assets –your liquid and near-liquid assets (cash, checking/savings accounts, CDs, money market accounts, stocks, bonds, and mutual funds).
Portfolio Assets – the anticipated value of your portfolio including retirement assets but excluding real estate as of the age(s) specified.
Guaranteed Income – expected cash inflows you can rely on as a portion of your total income need (Social Security, Pension, Annuities).
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What are your results? 
Financial advisors should be held to a high standard. After all, your goals and future depend on 
it!

Count the number of times you answered “yes” to the 10 
questions to determine how your advisor holds up. 

1-4: Inadequate

If your advisor meets less than half of these points, chances are you’re not receiving the value you 
could from a fiduciary. Its likely time to find a new advisor. 

5-7: Below Standards

If your advisor falls in this range, chances are you are not in an ideal situation. Talk to your advisor 
about where you believe there are shortcomings or find a new advisor.

8-10: Meets Standards 

Your advisor should fall in this range. Advisors who meet standards should be proactively 
communicating with you, act in your best interests and help you improve your plan – not just 

maintain it.



Don’t Wait! Start 
Building Your 
Plan Today!

Let us help to ease your mind by providing clarity 
and make planning for your future less daunting. 
Targeting your key concerns helps us to get a better 
understanding of how to build a personalized plan 
for your financial future. 

Sign up today for a no obligation 20-minute phone 
conference with our team.
◦ Tax planning?
◦ Retirement?
◦ Estate planning?
◦ Cash flow?

1. Schedule your 20-minute 
phone consultation with our 
dedicated advisors

2. Work with us to prioritize 
your needs in connection to 
investments, tax planning, 
retirement options, college 
funds and estate planning 

3. Seek professional guidance 
and start building your plan 
today!



Building Your Future With 
Taylor Financial Group
While Working with Taylor Financial Group, 
we will:

• Develop a custom checklist on strategies 
for investments, tax planning, retirement 
options, and estate planning

• Take advantage of opportunities to 
minimize your taxes 

• Leave every meeting with specific action 
steps to help accomplish your goals and 
objectives

36



Questions?



Contact Us:
Call:

(201) 891-1130

Email: 
acedeno@taylorfinancialg

roup.com

or Use Calendly!

https://calendly.com/deb
bietaylorfinancialgroup

Times are available on 
Monday from 2pm – 3pm 

and Thursday from 
10:30am – 11:30am

Taylor Financial Group, LLC 
Phone: 201-891-1130
Email: office@taylorfinancialgroup.com
Web: www.taylorfinancialgroup.com
Address:
795 Franklin Avenue 
Building C, Suite 202
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

https://calendly.com/debbietaylorfinancialgroup
mailto:office@taylorfinancialgroup.com
http://www.taylorfinancialgroup.com/


Disclosures

This webinar is not intended to provide specific legal, tax, or other professional advice. For a comprehensive review of your
personal situation, always consult with a tax or legal advisor.
The S&P 500 is a capitalization weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic 
economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted average of 30 significant stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange 
and the NASDAQ.
The CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) is a key measure of market expectations of near-term volatility conveyed by S&P 500 stock 
index option prices.
For a comprehensive review of your personal situation, always consult with a tax or legal advisor. Neither Cetera Advisor 
Networks LLC nor any of its representatives may give legal or tax advice.
Distributions from traditional IRAs and employer sponsored retirement plans are taxed as ordinary income and, if taken prior 
to reaching age 59½, may be subject to an additional 10% IRS tax penalty. Converting from a traditional IRA to a Roth IRA is a 
taxable event. A Roth IRA offers tax free withdrawals on taxable contributions. To qualify for the tax-free and penalty-free 
withdrawal of earnings, a Roth IRA must be in place for at least five tax years, and the distribution must take place after age 
59½ or due to death, disability, or a first-time home purchase (up to a $10,000 lifetime maximum). Depending on state law, 
Roth IRA distributions may be subject to state taxes.
Converting from a Traditional IRA to a Roth IRA is a taxable event.
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